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INTEGRATED VISIONS
In the years between 1890 and 1920’s In Europe and In the United States industries implemented great qualitative changes, such as targeting national and international markets, and advertising more and more. Ewen states that the process of industrialization and shift in methods of production greatly affected culture at that time.
A pioneer in the development of multipurpose styling divisions was Walter Rathenau, head of Allgemeine Elektricitas-Gesellschaft (AEG).
Rathenau believed that a new industrial aesthetic could be  “a means of alleviating the devastation that industrialization had wrought on such basic area as labor, production, housing, and human relations”. Rathenau commissioned architect and designer Peter Behrens to design products, the building the products were manufactured into, and advertising. This was the beginning of the “corporate image” that we know today. 

CONSUMER ENGINEERING
“Beauty has always paid better than any other commodity, and always will.” D.H. Burnham
Style as a business device became widespread in the late 19th and early 20th Century.
Advertising was a sign of the interest in working on both consumption and production. This led to a combination of consciously styled products and representations of happy customers using products.
“Advertising as the ignition system of the economy, the dynamo of mass dissatisfaction and the creator of illusions in a most materialistic world.”
Ernesto Elmo Calkings, of the Calkins & Holden advertising agency, was one of the first to offer a variety of services including image management and aesthetic counseling.
The term “Consumer engineering” was coined to described the complex coordinated merchandising efforts. In this context, beauty was seen a new business tool. Beauty was also preferred over function, as the latter was considered unappealing.
General  Motors and General Electrics were the first large corporations to recognize the effectiveness of these new strategies and implement them.


IMAGE AND DESIRE
Ewen moves on to talking about apparatus of representation in the Image and Desire section. He mentions two types of apparatuses. The first one—apparatus of representation—employed simultaneously with a scientific apparatus. According to Harry Dexter Kitson, the role of the scientific apparatus is to analyze mass psychology—how images are received by the consumer and how they impact the latter' mind (47). Kitson elaborates about the connection between understanding user's mind and the idea of desire and appeal. Ewen proceeds by connecting style with the unconscious and psychoanalysis to efficiency of businesses. He uses Sheldon and Aren's "instrumental discussion of the sense of touch" to exemplify the latter approach. He also finds significant cues from Freud's "ruminations on civilization and its discontents" and applies them to a technique for product merchandizing—" how rejection and acceptance is motivated by the unconscious"(49). He goes on by stressing the importance of considering tactile senses  versus textual elements when designing products. Ewen quotes Harold Van Doren who says that design elements and their application can create emotional reaction in the beholder (50). Another major idea mentioned in this excerpt is that of Jean Abel who says that modern design is governed by the idea of simplification and control. Ewen also briefly talks about the designers' choice of approach—scientific methods versus intuitive "methods" and emphasizes the emergence of "styling and 'style obsolescence' as forefront methods used to stimulate markets and to maintain the stimulation" (51). Finally this chapter ends with a very clear distinction between/definiton of the two classes of goods—those we use such as cars and those we use up such as toothpaste and how consumer engineering must monitor that we use up things we hardly use.

MICHELE’S RESPONSE
Ewen's excerpt on the marriage between art and commerce makes me probe upon the role of style and beauty in design. As a designer, can I use form making as a way to generate sales and profit? Is that why businesses need designers—because we have taste or the ability to make "things" look pretty? As a designer, I think of the power of beauty and still as activating senses in the user/participant/consumer; beauty and style to create conditions for experiences; to invite, to motivate participation. I do not think of sales because sales is not my priority. But then I ask myself what form does beauty take? I think beauty in design should be considered at every stage; in every element incorporated in the design; The positive and the negative space should be beautiful; the language used—visual or textual or temporal or cultural should be beautiful AND significant.

Ewen's inclusion of the idea of understanding the consumer's mind seems a little limited to me.  By understanding the consumer's mind, I think Ewen is referring to understanding by using scientific apparatus to perform user testing. Is user testing enough to understand them? Shouldn't designers work more closely with the users and co-create? (as believed by many of us here in our program)

The mention of appealing to the tactile senses immediately makes me primariy think of interaction design and experiential learning—learning kinesthetically; through the sense. It reinforces Howard Gardner's idea of multiple intelligence and how some people learn best from their senses. I think that is very interesting.

The idea of giving everyone access to design (Abel 50) while illuminating design's universal laws and principles seem contradictory to me. It reminds me of [some] designers need for control. How much do we give up? Are we really giving up? Why are we still grounded in principles and rules? Why are they called rules. In studio, we had a conversation about calling those rules traditions. Can a change in language allow for design to be less controlled because of its connotation. Rules as being fixed and tradition as being more malleable?

VALENTINA’S RESPONSE
I always enjoy reading articles that seem to frame the beginning of advertisement and design (or at least what we as a society and we as designers consider the two to be today)
I cannot help but feel uncomfortable while reading of services like “aesthetic counseling” and “image management”. I think, WHAT??? aesthetic counseling??? what is that? How does one go about advising solely on aesthetic? What does that conversation look like? Does the expert talk about culture, signifier and signified? Or is the conversation solely about color, choice of typography, size, etc? I am so against the notion that design is about rules, that there are principles to follow, that there is a standard all designers abide by. Or furthermore, I am for form and function. Form is content in a context. Content is communicated through form in a context.
I feel passionately about this, as I see that some designers seem to still live in the early 20th Century.
That design starts with the project brief, failing to recognize the complexity in the act of communication. (I think all communication is visual) To use design as the new business tool. Just like beauty was the new business tool then. Not much seems to have changed.
No, I’m not against things like “the MFA is the new MBA”, or “design thinking”, or “design for all”.
What I am against is the notion that design is its own entity, and the act of designing is the process of pushing things around until someone deems them to be “good”, “beautiful”, “aesthetically pleasing”, etc.

Enough with the rambling. What I never considered until I came to grad school is how crucial are all of the factors that make up the context in which things happen, or in which responses are sparked.
It makes sense in a time where it became all about mass production, assembly lines, international markets that advertising, a tool to communicate to the masses, took off.

